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Blue Water Chamber Orchestra:
“Lake Winds Bring Spring Strings”
by Mike Telin

On Saturday, March 1 beginning at 7:30 in Ply-
mouth Church, Blue Water Chamber Orchestra 
continues its fourth season with a concert titled 
“Lake Winds Bring Spring Strings”. The concert, 
performed without intermission, includes Bar-
ber’s Capricorn Concerto featuring orchestra 

. 

BWOC Artistic Director Carlton Woods will also 
lead performances of Barber’s Adagio for Strings, 
Elgar’s Introduction & Allegro and Tchaikovsky’s 
Serenade for Strings. A pre-concert Meet & Greet 

for children 12 and under begins at 6:45 pm. 

During a recent telephone conversation Carlton Woods gave us his insights into Satur-
day’s intriguing program.

of the piece and he’s never had the opportunity to do it. 

Mike Telin: I think it’s a great piece but I must confess that I know very little about its 
origins. 

CW: The piece is so interesting, and it such a contrast to the Adagio for Strings in that it’s 
Stravinsky-like in character. Barber wrote it at a time when he was still in the war but had 
been given release time to be able to compose. The story goes that he and Gian Carlo 
Menotti were staying in a house and somehow the winter light was so bright coming 
through the windows that it inspired him. 

The concerto uses the same combination of solo instruments as Bach’s Brandenburg 
Concerto #2 and supposedly the soloists represent characters in Barber’s life. Barber is 

 Pul-



cinella. And it has a strong connection to the neo-classical and neo-baroque styles with its 
use of the concertante. 

MT: And in that way it is similar to the Elgar. 

CW: Yes, it too utilizes that concertante style with the string quartet. The same concerto 
grosso idea as the Capricorn. Obviously the string quartet is important but they play less 
of a solo role than they are part of the fabric of the piece. The Introduction & Allegro is 

MT: Then the Barber Adagio. It’s obviously a piece that is known to most people whether 
or not they regularly attend orchestra concerts. But what are your feelings about the 
piece? 

CW: Of course it is the slow movement from Barber’s string quartet, and in the United 

think there is an uplifting feeling about the piece even though there is a somberness to it. 

of joy and relief at the end that makes it so compelling. 

Serenade for Strings. 

student, Tchaikovsky, was making a musical statement. Throughout the piece dance mu-

always a felling that ballet is not too far off in the distance. 

MT: I need to congratulate you on Blue Water’s fourth season. 

We’re proud of the fact that we have been able to balance our budget each year. Of course 



we have a strong board that is working with an eye to the future of the organization and 

-
ing some very interesting educational activities. 

we’ve taken even further. This year we sent musicians into the classrooms of various aca-
demic disciplines like mathematics, physics, history and theology. Musicians lectured and 
demonstrated the various relationships of those disciplines through music. This was an at-

-
pletely different approach than playing a concert or giving a master class — although 
four different chamber groups did give lunchtime concerts during the months of October 

schools. 


